The Estimating Tool Pros Rely On…

SCALE MASTER II

Source: US Department of Labor,
Producer Price Index

®

Advanced Digital Plan Measure with
Optional PC Interface

Contributed By: BNi® Building News

If you’re responsible for estimating, bidding or
planning, the Scale Master II is easy-to-use
for fast, accurate Linear, Area and Volume
take-offs. The optional PC Interface Kit
makes it simple to input values directly
into a spreadsheet or estimating program.

Model
6130

Calculated
Industries
• 91 Built In Scales: 50 Imperial (Feet-Inch)
and 41 Metric for architectural, engineering
Ad
and civil/map scaling
• Eight “Custom” Scales: define any scale for
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out of scale plans
• Wide Range of dimensional Units: Decimal
Feet, Feet-Inches, Decimal Yards-Feet-Inches,
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Miles, Nautical Miles, Acres, Millimeters,
Meters, Kilometers, Hectares — square and
cubic formats
• Dedicated Length, Width and Height Keys:
instantly find rectangular Areas and Volumes
• Manual or Auto count Feature: “Count” how
many times a distance has been rolled

Construction
Cost Trends for 2007

AWARD
WINNING
ESTIMATING
TOOL!

C

onstruction prices seem to be leveling off with the housing
boom behind us. Housing starts have declined significantly
since last year and we will not see the same robust growth in the
housing market as in the last few years. There continues to be
moderate growth in non-residential sectors. New government
bonds assure infrastructure rebuilding, state and federal construction spending and could compensate for the drop in housing.

OPTIONAL PC INTERFACE: Fully compatible
with Windows® 98, ME, XP or 2000. Reduce
potential for costly transcribing errors.
Model 6215

You’ll Reduce Errors, Save Time and Save Money!
For the dealer nearest you, call
www.calculated.com
today 1-800-854-8075 or visit…
Promo Code: DCD-306

Asphalt
2006 saw a 13% increase for Asphalt. The rise in demand for
highway and road construction could lead to more increases al-

Ensure profits with the trusted source …
Introducing our NEW 28th Edition!

though moderating petroleum prices could keep prices in check.

Walker’s Building Estimator’s Reference Book
Find out why generations of
contractors have relied on Walker’s
Building Estimator’s Reference Book
to maximize profits. In print since
1915, it equals an entire library of
construction estimating books.
Recognized worldwide as the authoritative source for comprehensive
cost estimating information: Walker’s
Building Estimator’s Reference Book
- a 1,552-page text organized in
CSI format and containing detailed
construction cost data, reference
tables, charts and diagrams for quick
reference, plus detailed explanations
of all possible variables affecting job
costs.

BATT Insulation
2006 saw a 3% increase for insulation. In spite of the robust
housing industry through 2005 only one year (2004) showed
high inflation (15% increase). For 2007, the slowdown in the
housing sector could mean modest increases for insulation.

BID WITH CONFIDENCE, USING
A SOURCE YOU CAN TRUST!
Find out about the 28th Edition or order your copy
for only $75 plus $6 shipping by visiting
WWW.FRANKRWALKER.COM
or CALL 800-458-3737

Gypsum Board
The housing market slowdown may provide a reduction in the
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increases of gypsum board. Since 2003 the industry has seen
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an increase of almost 50%. For 2006, Gypsum Board registered
approximately a 10% increase.

Construction
In spite of the continued housing downturn, a strong commercial sector keeps overall prices climbing. Significant increases in
construction of manufacturing facilities, hotels, offices, and health
care facilities has muted any negative impact from a faltering
housing industry.
In addition, public construction and public works construction
are posting significant increases over the last few years. This
commitment to enhancing the national infrastructure should
help keep the construction industry as a whole on an even keel.

Lehigh Cement
PU8
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PVC Piping
After two years of hyperinflation, due to demand from the
housing boom and record petroleum prices, we see a slowdown
providing some relief to plastic products. Prices were lower at the
end of 2006 to correct for those major increases. It is expected
that this correction will continue, but it could be derailed by any
significant increase in the price of oil.

Iron Pipe
After significant double-digit increases of the last 3 years, iron
pipe increases have moderated and risen 6% over the past 12
months. The waning demand from the China’s construction
boom has helped to reduce the overall demand (and corresponding inflation) and stabilize iron and steel prices.
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